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Introduction

My two-month-old grandson is a joy to play with. His coos and smiles melt my heart. He dearly loves to be held and rocked and nuzzled and cuddled. In the past my reaction to all this was “Isn’t he sweet?” or “Isn’t he precious?” Now I think about him differently. He is still very sweet and precious, but now I know that cuddling and rocking and singing and nuzzling will help his brain grow.

By the time a child is three, the brain has formed 1000 trillion connections—about twice as many as adults have. Some brain cells, called neurons, have already been hard-wired to other cells before birth. They control the baby’s heartbeat, breathing, and reflexes and regulate other functions essential to survival. The rest of the brain connections are waiting to be “hooked up.”

The connections neurons make with each other are called synapses. While various parts of the brain develop at different rates, study after study has shown that the peak production period for synapses is from birth to about age 10. During that time, the receptive branches of the nerve cells, called dendrites, are growing and reaching out to form trillions upon trillions of synapses. One cell can be connected to 10,000 other cells. The brain’s weight triples to nearly adult size. Periods of rapid synapse production in specific parts of the brain seem to correspond to the development of behaviors linked to those parts of the brain. Scientists believe the stimulation that babies and young children receive determines which synapses form in the brain—that is, which pathways become hard-wired.

How does the brain know which connections to keep? This is where early experience comes into play. When a connection is used repeatedly in the early years, it becomes permanent. Conversely, a connection that is not used at all or often enough, is unlikely to survive. For example, a child who is rarely spoken to or read to in the early years may have difficulty mastering language skills later on. A child who is rarely played with may have difficulty with social adjustment as she grows. An infant’s brain thrives on feedback from its environment. It wires itself into a thinking and emotional organ from the things it experiences. The circuits that form in the brain influ-
ence the development of a child. Chances are a child submerged in language from birth will learn to speak very well. A baby whose coos are met with smiles, rather than apathy, will likely become emotionally responsive.

Scientists have learned more in the past ten years about how the human brain works than in all of previous history. Their discovery that early childhood experiences profoundly shape the infant brain is changing the way we think about the needs of children.

Recent brain research has produced three key findings. First, an individual’s capacity to learn and thrive in a variety of settings depends on the interplay between nature (their genetic endowment) and nurture (the kind of care, stimulation, and teaching they receive). Second, the human brain is uniquely constructed to benefit from experience and from good teaching during the first years of life. And third, while the opportunities and risks are greatest during the first years of life, learning takes place throughout the human life cycle.

The very best way to develop a baby’s brain connections is to do what babies need, starting with caring, attentive parents and caregivers. Babies need an environment that is interesting to explore, that is safe, and that is filled with people who will respond to their emotional and intellectual needs. People who will sing to them, hug them, talk to them, rock them, read to them—not flash cards in front of their faces. All these brain connections are not meant to push early learning but rather to develop the potential for future learning. When brain development happens as it should, future learning is likely to be successful. All the games in this book develop the brain capacity of babies. They are the building blocks of future learning—a good, solid beginning for babies. And they are fun, too!

Writing this book has been an exciting experience for me. I think that everyone who has been around babies senses the amazing capacities that they have. Now science has supported so many of the things that we already know intuitively. Every time I play with a baby and I see her shake a set of keys, pound on a table, or reach out to grasp something from my hand, I think, “Wow, she’s making connections in her brain.” I hope this book will help you create a lot of “Wow” times with your baby.
Birth to 3 Months
Infants as young as one day old recognize the voices of their parents. If you patted your tummy and talked to your baby while she was in the womb, she will know the sound of your voice.

While your infant is lying on her back, walk to one side of the crib and call out her name.

Keep saying her name until she moves her eyes or her head toward the sound.

Walk to the other side of the crib and say her name again.

Gently massage her body as you smile into her eyes and say her name.
Snuggle Buggle, I Love You

- Hold your baby in your arms and rock her back and forth.
- As you rock, say the words, “Snuggle, buggle, I love you.”
- On the word “you” kiss a part of her body—head, nose, toes.
- As your child grows older, she may ask to play this game.
- This game develops bonding.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS

Research shows that the more an infant is cuddled, snuggled, and held, the more secure and independent she will be when she is older.
Baby Talk

When you speak “parentese” to infants, you are communicating with them and encouraging vocal responses. This in turn develops language skills.

Say things like, “You’re such a sweet baby” or “Look at those ten little toes.”

As you speak in parentese, hold the baby near to your face and look directly into her eyes.
Place a small cassette player near your baby’s crib.

Choose soft instrumental music or lullabies to play.

Music that has a repeated melody is very soothing to an infant because it is the kind of sound she heard in the womb.

Tape the sounds of your dishwasher and play it for your baby. This sound is also similar to the sounds of the womb.
The Blowing Game

This game helps an infant become aware of the different parts of her body.

Blow gently on your baby’s palms. As you blow, say the following words in a singsong chant:

Here are the baby’s palms.

Then kiss your baby’s palms.

Blow on other parts of the body. Most babies like gentle blowing on their elbows, fingers, neck, cheek, and toes.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS

Research shows that positive sensory experiences and social interactions with adults advance babies’ cognitive abilities.
Nonverbal Games

Communicate with infants by looking into their eyes, holding them close to your body, and responding to their sounds.

Holding your baby close to you develops the secure attachment that she needs for her growth.

Hold your baby close and walk around the room.

Stop walking and look into her eyes, smile, and rub noses.

Start walking again, then stop. Repeat this several times.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS

Touching, holding, and cuddling a baby not only comforts her, but helps her brain grow.
How we touch, treat, and nurture infants can have a deep effect on the kind of adults they become. This game will make your baby feel safe and secure.

- Chant the following song as you rock and kiss your baby:

  Hugs and kisses, I love you
  I love you, I love you

  Hugs and kisses, I love you
  You’re my baby.

- When you are diapering your baby, you can sing this song and kiss her nose, her toes, her fingers.
Here’s My Finger

This game strengthens a baby’s hands and fingers.

Hold your infant in your lap.

Put your index finger in your baby’s hand.

She probably will grasp your finger, as this is a natural reflex with newborns.

Each time she grasps your finger, say positive words like, “That’s my wonderful girl!” or “You’re so strong!”

This game also develops tracking skills.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS

Just reaching for an object helps the brain develop hand-eye coordination.
When your baby sees your face, she will be content.

Say the following poem with your face close to your baby’s face:

*Hello, hello, I love you very much.*

*Hello, hello, my fingers they can touch.*

*Hello, hello, I’ll touch your little nose.*
  *(touch baby’s nose)*

*Hello, hello, I’ll kiss your little nose.*
  *(kiss baby’s nose)*

Repeat this poem and change the last two lines to different parts of baby’s face—ears, eyes, cheek, lips.
Where Did It Go?

Hold a brightly colored scarf in front of your baby.

Slowly move it around and talk about how bright it is.

When you are sure that your baby is looking at the scarf, slowly move it to one side.

Keep moving it back and forth to encourage her to follow it with her eyes.

Play this game often. You are helping your baby’s brain capacity grow!

Note: As with any game, watch for signs that your baby may be tired of the game and ready to rest or play something different.
Follow the Action

Babies love to look at faces, especially faces of people they love.

Try different facial expressions and sounds to develop your baby’s vision and hearing.

Here are some ideas:

✓ Sing a song and use big movements with your mouth.
✓ Blink your eyes.
✓ Stick out your tongue.
✓ Make contortions with your mouth.
✓ Make lip sounds.
✓ Cough or yawn.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS

By two months babies can distinguish features on a face.
The Rattle Game

- Hold a rattle in front of your baby and shake it gently.
- As you shake the rattle, sing any song or the following to the tune of “Old MacDonald”:
  
  Rattle, rattle, shake, shake, shake, E-I-E-I-O
  Rattle, rattle, shake, shake, shake, E-I-E-I-O

- When you are sure that your baby is watching the rattle, slowly move it to one side and sing the song again.
- Continue moving the rattle to different places in the room and watch as your baby moves her head in the direction of the sound.
- Put the rattle in your baby’s hand and sing the song again.
- Babies love singing and later, when they are ready to talk, they will try to imitate sounds they’ve heard.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS

An infant’s brain thrives on feedback from its environment and “wires” itself into a thinking and emotional organ based on early experiences.
The Hat Game

Your face is one of the first things your baby recognizes.

Try playing the hat game with your infant. She will recognize your face and you will be stimulating her vision.

Select different hats to put on your head. As you put on the different hats, say the following:

Hats, hats, hats, hats (slowly shake your head back and forth)
(Mommy, Daddy, name of person) has a hat
(same person) loves (name of baby)
When she (he) wears her (his) hat.

If you don’t have many hats, put a scarf or ribbon on your head.
Exposing your baby to many different sensations will broaden her awareness of herself and the world.

Try rubbing your baby’s arms with different fabrics. Satin, wool, and terrycloth are good fabrics to start with.

Give your baby an opportunity to experience different smells. Go outside and smell a flower. Smell a freshly cut orange.

Note: Be careful not to overstimulate your baby. Watch for signs that your baby is tired of the game.
Infants wake up many times during the night.

Shadows cast on the wall by a nightlight make interesting shapes and forms for your baby to look at.

If you can arrange a mobile so that it reflect shadows, you will be helping to develop your baby’s visual growth.

When your child gets a little older, make shadow designs with your hands.
Be a Baby

If you want to have a better insight into your baby’s perspective, try being a baby yourself.

Investigate the world as your baby does.

Lie on your back and look at the world as your baby does.

What do you see, hear, and smell?

Move to a different place and look, listen, and smell.

Doing this kind of activity will give you many ideas of games to play with your baby that will encourage her development.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS

Positive emotional, physical, and intellectual experiences are critical for the growth of a healthy brain.

BIRTH TO 3 MONTHS
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The Turning Game

Turning your infant in different directions will help her develop an awareness of space and a sense of balance.

Try turning your infant in the following ways:

- Hold her in your arms and support her head as you turn in circles.
- Hold her with her back against your body.
- Carry her with her face looking at yours.

As you turn with her in different directions, sing nursery rhymes.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS

Exposing babies to different visual fields will develop hand-eye coordination and balance, both of which are prerequisites for crawling and walking.
Bicycle

- Put your baby on her back and move her legs like she is riding a bicycle.

Note: Never force your baby’s legs. If she resists, try something else.

- Sing bicycle songs like “A Bicycle Built for Two” as you move her legs.

- Try making up a simple song. Here’s an idea that can be sung to the tune of “Row, Row, Row Your Boat”:

  Ride, ride, ride your bike
  Up and down the street.
  Happily, happily, happily, happily
  This is such a treat.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS
An infant’s brain thrives on feedback from its environment and “wires” itself into a thinking and emotional organ based on early experiences.
Bend Those Knees

Place your baby on her back and carefully pull both legs until they are straight.

When her legs are straight, lightly tap the bottoms of her feet.

She will point her toes downward and bend her knees.

As you do this game, sing the following to the tune of “Ring Around the Rosy”:

Bending, bending, bending
Little knees are bending
Bending, bending
Hip hooray!

End a rhyme with some kind of a cheer. Your baby will learn to anticipate it, and it makes the game more exciting.

WHAT BRAIN RESEARCH SAYS

Strengthening your baby’s thigh muscles is important for future crawling and walking.